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Holland Views: Spotify – Price $142 - M.Cap $26bn

Spot Prize
A toll road is perhaps one of the best original cash collecting business models. As admirers of the
modern versions of it including the likes of Mastercard and Moody’s, we are always on the
lookout for a new one. Additionally, we have spent a lot of time recently studying disruptive
businesses and the managers that established them. Spotify is a company we think potentially
falls into both of these categories. Hard core value investors will see very low margins and high
PE multiples. We see these too, but we also see many other business and entrepreneurial drivers
that we seek – Buy Spotify.
Disruptors – Common Traits
During 2019 we read three biographies that detailed the business lives of three unconnected but
highly successful business leaders1. These contained fascinating stories of how each individual
found their way to business excellence. However, what really resonated with us was a number of
consistent traits that ran through all three even though they were decades and oceans apart. Having
studied business books like ‘Outsiders’ and ‘Good to Great’ we know well the theory of what
type of businesses excel, but there is nothing like real-life stories to make these traits really come
to life.
Each of these books2 offers a first-hand account of what it takes to be a disrupter. Their study
covers diverse markets such as low-cost airlines, alterative telecom carriers and wealth
management. Each company leader possessed the owner manager/entrepreneurial/allocation
skills we seek, but importantly also additional common traits. All these disputers:
•

Challenged the status quo within their industry

•

Offered the customer a step change in value for money

•

As a result, the product/service/company was typically
o

loved by the customer…

o

…but hated, discredited (even ridiculed) by the incumbent industry players

We thought these were interesting commonalities and ones that arguably if we had known to look
for them maybe we could have identified these companies as winners earlier in their lives.
Reflecting on how powerful these disrupter businesses became from very small starting positions
had us thinking about what other sectors are ripe for such disruption and who is doing the
disrupting?
Thinking on this, not just using our analytical hats, but those of consumers in a modern society
has thrown up a sector and a company we know very well indeed from a user’s perspective – the
music/audio industry and specifically Spotify. We have spent a great deal of time in recent weeks
studying this company and we very much like what we have found.
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Charles Schwab, Michael O’Leary and Howard Jonas
Invested, Michael O’Leary (Turbulent times for the man that made Ryanair), On A Roll
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Enter Spotify
In this note we address:
1. The business model employed by Spotify and how it and its founder Daniel Ek exhibits
many of the disrupter (and ‘Outsider’) traits we look for
2. The competitive landscape, noting the biggest challenge coming from Apple and Amazon
no less
3. The end game: The opportunity to be the primary toll road for global audio distribution

A land grab and the big prize: A global toll road on audio
“I don’t think the market necessarily is purchased music. I think the market is much
larger than that. I think it’s audio. Two billion people listen to radio. Most of that today
isn’t monetized very efficiently. It doesn’t get back to the artists in any real form. And it’s
kind of unclear who gets what. If you think about commercial radio, today,
conservatively, that’s a $50 billion industry globally. The U.S. industry is $17 billion.
What do people listen to? Primarily music. The market is much bigger than most people
think.” – Daniel Ek- Spotify CEO and Founder
Spotify, we think is an interesting disrupter business. We assess it as such for the simple reason
that very quickly we were able to assert that it possesses nearly all of the traits we outlined above
that disrupters have in common.
•

That is to say, both it and the pirate music streamers that went before it radically
challenged the industry status quo

•

As a result, they were hugely unpopular/discredited within the wider music industry
whilst being hugely popular with the end user

•

Not only have they offered phenomenal value for music lovers globally – all the music
you can eat on multiple devices for c.$10 a month or alternatively, free! They have also
arguably democratised both music creation and its consumption
o

The world’s music catalogue is now available globally (for free) to any one of
the c.2-3bn people who have a smart phone

o

Music can also be directly uploaded by thousands of artists for almost no cost

In addition to its 113m paying subscribers, another141 million Spotify subscribers get music for
free via an ad-supported subscription platform (they are the only provider that offers this). The
result is a super simple to sign up product that offers free unlimited music on a great interface to
anyone in the world with a device and email address. It can be personalised; it is free and it is
forever. No credit card is asked for and there is no compulsory Google-like identify grab. Every
few songs you will hear a 10 second advert, but hey what do you expect for free?! Spotify’s data
shows that 60% of its new paying subs come from the ‘freemium’ users as they call them. As we
note later such a conversion process makes its runway towards an even bigger and more profitable
company easier to foresee.
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Disclaimer
This document does not consist of investment research as it has not been prepared in accordance with UK legal
requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research. Therefore even if it contains a research
recommendation it should be treated as a marketing communication and as such will be fair, clear and not misleading
in line with Financial Conduct Authority rules. Holland Advisors is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority. This presentation is intended for institutional investors and high net worth experienced investors who
understand the risks involved with the investment being promoted within this document. This communication should
not be distributed to anyone other than the intended recipients and should not be relied upon by retail clients (as defined
by Financial Conduct Authority). This communication is being supplied to you solely for your information and may
not be reproduced, re-distributed or passed to any other person or published in whole or in part for any purpose. This
communication is provided for information purposes only and should not be regarded as an offer or solicitation to buy
or sell any security or other financial instrument. Any opinions cited in this communication are subject to change
without notice. This communication is not a personal recommendation to you. Holland Advisors takes all reasonable
care to ensure that the information is accurate and complete; however no warranty, representation, or undertaking is
given that it is free from inaccuracies or omissions. This communication is based on and contains current public
information, data, opinions, estimates and projections obtained from sources we believe to be reliable. Past performance
is not necessarily a guide to future performance. The content of this communication may have been disclosed to the
issuer(s) prior to dissemination in order to verify its factual accuracy. Investments in general involve some degree of
risk therefore Prospective Investors should be aware that the value of any investment may rise and fall and you may
get back less than you invested. Value and income may be adversely affected by exchange rates, interest rates and other
factors. The investment discussed in this communication may not be eligible for sale in some states or countries and
may not be suitable for all investors. If you are unsure about the suitability of this investment given your financial
objectives, resources and risk appetite, please contact your financial advisor before taking any further action. This
document is for informational purposes only and should not be regarded as an offer or solicitation to buy the securities
or other instruments mentioned in it. Holland Advisors and/or its officers, directors and employees may have or take
positions in securities or derivatives mentioned in this document (or in any related investment) and may from time to
time dispose of any such securities (or instrument). Holland Advisors manage conflicts of interest in regard to this
comm internally via their compliance procedures
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